
Fill in the gaps

Rest Of My Life by Soja

If I could spend the rest of my life with my people, I 

(1)__________  do it over and over again

Leave it up to them to fill up their steeple, leave it up to us to

fill up on our friends

If I could spend the rest of my life with my people, I would do it

over and over again

I'm within my  (2)________  and I know there's no equal

When I'm fallin out yo they pull me back in

It was long ago and we were younger so

And our  (3)__________  we part wrote

Feel it, feeling Yeah

And I remember everyday, sometimes it's too much to take

I break down,  (4)______________  no heartache

And I  (5)________  it, and I  (6)________  it

If I could spend the rest of my life with my people, I would do it

over and over again

Leave it up to them to  (7)________  up their steeple, leave it

up to us to  (8)________  up on our friends

If I  (9)__________  spend the rest of my life with my people, I

 (10)__________  do it over and over again

I'm live in my mind and I  (11)________  there's no equal

When I'm  (12)____________  out yo they pull me back in

They say we've had fun but let this go

Music don't go deep but no

We think we could help this world if only we try

But we grow up, at least that's what they say

We can't do this  (13)________  we pray, but I tell myself

everyday that none of  (14)________  applies

If I  (15)__________   (16)__________  the rest of my 

(17)________  with my people, I would do it  (18)________ 

and  (19)________  again

Leave it up to them to fill up their steeple, leave it up to us to

fill up on our friends

If I could spend the  (20)________  of my life with my people, I

would do it over and over again

I live in my mind and I  (21)________  there's no equal

When I'm fallin out yo they pull me back in

All I really need, is all I have ever seen

Only thing works for me is to feel it, feeling

And when we turn to leave and others  (22)________  to be

It's  (23)____________  on my sleeve

And I mean it, and I mean it

If I could spend the rest of my  (24)________  with my people,

I would do it over and over again

Leave it up to them to fill up their steeple,  (25)__________  it

up to us to fill up on our friends

If I could spend the rest of my life with my people, I would do it

over and over again

I  (26)________  in my mind and I know there's no equal

When I'm fallin out yo they pull me  (27)________  in  
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. would

2. mind

3. lives

4. without

5. mean

6. mean

7. fill

8. fill

9. could

10. would

11. know

12. fallin

13. when

14. that

15. could

16. spend

17. life

18. over

19. over

20. rest

21. know

22. turn

23. always

24. life

25. leave

26. live

27. back
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